
Expand Furniture Releases Transforming Bookshelf to Table Design

Expand Furniture releases the latest in space-saving tables with the newest Shelf Table. From
modern extending dining tables and coffee to dining tables to occasional dining and console to
dining tables, Expand Furniture has excelled in superior design and functionality to create
stylish, compact options that fit virtually any decor. With a large library of high-caliber space
saving tables for sale, this newest addition continues to give value to an already robust selection
of transforming tables.

The Shelf Table convertible bookshelf to table combination provides unmatched functionality
and style that is ideal for small homes and apartments. In one, quick movement, the bookshelf
alters into a large table without the need for removing any items from the shelf. This clever
design can also serve as a room divider as a bookshelf, and can switch to a comfortable dinner
table in seconds. The table can seat from four to six people, creating a conventional use for a
stunning piece of furniture. The Shelf Table comes in a warm, walnut finish with powder coated
black legs, giving it an industrial feel and modern look.

Because of their dedication to creating stylish, but functional space saving furniture, Expand
Furniture created the Shelf Table to be a true space saver for small home living. Its
transformation from bookshelf to dining table is smooth and seamless, offering unlimited
flexibility. A must-have for any small space, it unlocks immense potential for unexpected dinner
parties and convenient storage. In shelf and table form, it comes with a secure lock that
provides peace of mind knowing that it will remain upright and stable. In table form, it can pair
easily and beautifully with any number of Expand Furniture’s folding and extending chairs for
sale.

Expand Furniture is a space saving furniture company that is dedicated to providing unique,
high quality pieces that give customers both stunning design and the ultimate multi-functionality
they need for their small home living. Unlock the potential in any home with a wide range of
exceptional compact and transforming furniture options with their extensive selection of
convertible furniture from smart wall beds and wall bed desks to console to dining tables and
uniquely design folding chairs. To learn more, contact Expert Furniture today or start browsing
through their transforming tables for sale online.
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